Summary: ViTO is a graphical application including an editor of multiple sequence alignment and a 3D structure viewer. It is possible to manipulate alignments containing hundreds of sequences and to display a dozen of structures. ViTO can handle so-called "multiparts" alignments to allow the visualization of complex structures (multi-chain proteins and/or small molecules and DNA) and the editing of the corresponding alignment. The 3D viewer and the alignment editor are connected together allowing rapid refinement of sequence-structure alignment by taking advantage of the immediat visualization of resulting insertions/deletions and strict conservations in their structural context. More generally it allows the mapping of informations about the sequence conservation extracted from the alignment onto the 3D structures in a dynamic way. ViTO is also connected to two comparative modelling programs SCWRL and MODELLER.
Introduction
Sequence comparisons have been widely used to identify protein similarities and to derive functional and/or structural informations. Sequence-structure alignments using threaders and related softwares further extend the detection of similarities between proteins to very low level of sequence identity (15-25%). However, the automatic procedures for sequence-structure alignments are error-prone when the sequence identity drops 
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below 30%. It must be emphasized that the alignment accuracy is essential because comparative modelling softwares cannot overcome alignment errors (Baker and Sali 2001) . Last CASP experiments (see http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/CASP/) emphasized the importance of the alignment step for the accuracy of comparative modelling. Below 30% of sequence identity obtaining the best alignment is a trial-and-error process involving editing of sequence-structure alignments and their evaluation at both the primary, secondary and tertiary structure levels. Complete 3D structure models might also need to be built to be evaluated using potentials of mean force. The process is resumed until satisfactory results are obtained making it usually time-consuming.
The software ViTO has been developed to speed up the whole process by integrating: sequence edition, structure visualization and evaluation of the sequence-structure compatibility.
Methodology
A new alignment editor has been derived from Seaview (Galtier et al, 1996) with a similar coloring while adding a specific feature: edition of multi-chain alignments to manipulate sequence-structure alignments of complexes. The 3D viewer of ViTO offers most of the main features of other protein visualization softwares including split-screen stereographics. The alignment window is connected to the 3D viewer. When a residue is selected in one window, it is highlighted in the other window. Insertions and deletions (hereafter indels) in the alignment can be shown in the 3D viewer as dotted lines (see Figure 1) . Similarly, the side-chains of strictly conserved residues can be highlighted. Each time the alignment is modified the 3D display is updated to reflect the changes.
ViTO also uses a macro language derived from that in Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995) , for graphical rendering. Atoms might be rendered as dots, stars, solid spheres and their color can be modified.
Bonds can be rendered as wires, capped cylinders of variable radius. C traces for proteins and phophate backbones for nucleic acids can be drawn as strands, elliptic tube, flat ribbons or cartoons. It is also possible to compute the Connoly surface of a structure (or a part of it) and to draw it as a mesh or a solid surface. The surface/mesh might be colored according to an electrostatic potential or according to the atoms colors.
ViTO is implemented in C language using OpenGL for the 3D rendering and TCL/TK for the graphical user interface. The ViTO macro language has been implemented using Yacc.
Application
ViTO allows straightforward visualization of indels (see Figure 1 ) and the side-chains of strictly conserved residues (according to the current alignment of the sequence targets and the template structures). This allows to check where do indels occur (relatively to secondary structures or to the putative active site, for example) and where do the residue conservation clusters in order to discriminate incorrectly aligned segments. The connection between the alignment editor and the 3D window allows a rapid evaluation of alternative alignments while identifying anchors (alignment blocks ascertained by structural analysis). In the case of multiple templates, they can be superimposed for comparisons. ViTO also provides a numerical method to evaluate the alignment between the target (or the target and its homologs) and a template structure. The computation is performed using a pairwise statistical potential derived from PKB (Bryant and Lawrence, 1993) . ViTO has also the ability to evaluate the interfaces between protein chains in a complex to give indications about the conservation of the quaternary structure.
ViTO can also prepare alignment and command files for MODELLER (Sali and Blundell, 1993) and can run SCWRL (Dunbrack and Karplus, 1993) interactively. The resulting models can be loaded into ViTO for visual inspection of the position of the residues conserved among the target homologs.
The combination of the above features makes it much easier for non-experts to refine initial alignments obtained from fold recognition programs or from sequence comparison searches by PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) and then build significantly improved models.
